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1. Introduction
The Dynamic Power Control (DPC) feature of the PN5180 offers an improved overall RF
performance. This requires the antenna to be “symmetrically” tuned and it requires the
Automatic Gain Control (AGC) to correlate with the driver current ITVDD. And it requires
the dynamic power control to be properly calibrated.
This document describes the “symmetrical” antenna tuning, called “DPC antenna tuning”,
in principle (section 2) and it describes the simple tuning procedure itself (section 3).
The PN5180 GUI supports the process of the DPC calibration including the correlation
test, the calibration itself and the PCD TX shaping. The steps to calibrate the DPC and
optimize the PN5180 registers are described in [2].
Warning: A wrong antenna tuning or a bad DPC calibration might drive a too strong HF
field and even might destroy the PN5180.

2. DPC antenna tuning principle and advantages
2.1 Principle
The antenna design for the PN5180 in principle uses the circuitry as shown in Fig 1. The
blocks for the tuning procedure, the EMC filter, the matching block and the antenna coil
itself, are the same as known with other NFC Reader ICs, and as described in [1].
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(1) This simplified diagram does not show the ANT1 and ANT1 support for the load modulation in
card mode.

Fig 1.

Antenna tuning circuit

However, the main difference between a standard “asymmetrical” antenna tuning and the
improved “symmetrical” antenna tuning using the DPC is the EMC cut off frequency,
which is much lower than in the standard antenna tuning.
Note: In case the NFC Reader has to support all NFC modes (including the card mode),
the ANT1 and ANT2 pins have to be connected as described in [1] for the load
modulation. There is no difference other than the values of the capacitors used to
connect. For the standard tuning as well as for the DPC antenna tuning the impact of
the ANT1 and ANT2 pins have to be considered using the 10Ω resistor across ANT1
and ANT2 during the impedance measurement.

2.2 “Symmetrical” versus “asymmetrical” tuning
In the standard antenna design (Fig 1b) we use a cut off frequency of up to 21MHz to
provide a proper detuning and loading behavior of then antenna (for details refer to [1]).
This high cut off frequency helps to meet the minimum and maximum field strength limits
with normal antennas, but it does not provide the optimum transfer function.
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a. “Symmetrical” tuning
Fig 2.

b. “Asymmetrical” tuning

Symmetrical and asymmetrical tuning

The improved DPC antenna tuning uses a cut off frequency of

f EMC ≈ 14.3...14.7 MHz

(1)

With such low cut off frequency the impedance changes to a “symmetrical”
impedance as shown in Fig 2a. This tuning improves the transfer function, which
• allows to use a higher Q factor
• increases the operating distance
• allows to use smaller antennas
One problem related to the “symmetrical” tuning is the loading and detuning behavior, as
shown in Fig 3 and Fig 4. While the impedance in case of the standard tuning increases
under detuning and loading conditions, the impedance in case of the “symmetrical”
tuning always decreases. This can cause serious problems, especially if the nominal
impedance (“target impedance” unloaded) is already at a lower limit, which provides the
maximum allowed output power, using an ITVDD close to the maximum limit.
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a. Symmetrical tuning
Fig 3.

b. Asymmetrical tuning

Loading with Reference PICC

a. Symmetrical tuning
Fig 4.

b. Asymmetrical tuning

Loading with metal (smart phone)

Without any specific control of the output power the decreasing impedance increases the
driver current and therefore the field strength, which might easily extend the allowed
limits, i.e. it might exceed the IC specification for the driver current ITVDD as well as it
might exceed the field strength limits of ISO/IEC 14443, NFC or EMVCo.
The PN5180 provides the dynamic power control to compensate the decreasing
impedance and reduce the driver current automatically. This allows to use the
“symmetrical” tuning with improved transfer function with the PN5180. Therefor this
tuning is called “DCP antenna tuning”.
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The Fig 5 shows an example of a comparison of three different antenna tunings, using
the same antenna coil. All the three antennas are tuned to the same impedance, i.e. the
ITVDD under unloaded condition is the same in all cases.
Note: The operating distance is measured in the center of the antenna, and the shown
limits are the EMVCo power transfer limits including some margin. Such margin is
typically required to meet the limit in all test positions.

(1) These values show an example antenna.

Fig 5.

Antenna tuning comparison

The “asymmetrical” tuning does not generate enough field strength at 4cm operating
distance. This tuning would fail the EMVC tests.
The “symmetrical” tuning without DPC generates enough field strength to meet the
requirements at 4cm distance, but fails in closer distance due to the strong coupling. The
measurement with 0cm distance was not even executed to protect the NFC Reader IC,
since the driver current would exceed the specified limit by far. This tuning would fail the
EMVCo tests.
The DPC Antenna tuning (“symmetrical tuning with DPC) combines the advantages of
enough field strength at 4cm with the automatic power control to limit the maximum field
strength at a close distance. This tuning would pass the EMVCo tests.

3. DPC antenna tuning procedure
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3.1 Difference in the tuning procedure
In principle the antenna tuning procedure for the DPC antenna tuning is not different than
the tuning for the standard antennas. All the measurements and the related tools are the
same, and all the calculations and simulations are the same.
However, some input parameters differ and some additional tests and adjustment steps
must be done to provide a proper functionality.
The EMC filter cut off frequency must be adapted, the EMC filter inductance (L0) must be
within certain limits, the Q factor of the antenna coil circuit itself can be higher, the
correlation between AGC values and ITVDD values must be guaranteed, and the DPC
must be calibrated properly.

3.2 DPC Tuning requirements
3.2.1 EMC filter cut off frequency
The EMC cut off frequency as mentioned in section 2.2 must be lower than in the normal
antenna tuning:

f EMC ≈ 14.3...14.7 MHz

(2)

3.2.2 EMC filter inductance
The inductance of the EMC filter inductor L0 must be:

L0 ≥

LAntennaCoil
2

(3)

Otherwise the correlation between AGC and ITVDD might not be given.
Normally the inductance value of L0 is chosen to be as low as possible to achieve the
best Q factor for the EMC filter. Combining these two requirements the L0 typically is
chosen:

L0 ≈

LAntennaCoil
2

(4)

3.2.3 Correlation of AGC and ITVDD
For the proper function of the dynamic power control the AGC values must correlate to
the ITVDD values. Normally this is automatically granted, as soon as the requirements in
section 3.2.1 and section 3.2.2 are fulfilled.
The Fig 6 illustrates this requirement, and an example measurement for two different
loading cases (Reference PICC and metal loading).
Note: The NFC Cockpit (PN5180 graphical user interface) provides a test function,
which allows a quick execution of this correlation tests. For details refer to [2].
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ITVDD current

Max 250 mA
Linearization curve

Predicted
current

AGC value

Observed AGC value

a. Correlation requirement
Fig 6.

b. Example measurement for 2 different loadings

AGC-ITVDD correlation

3.2.4 DPC calibration
The last requirement is the proper calibration of the dynamic power control. The details
are described in [2]. The NFC Cockpit (PN5180 GUI) provides the functionality to perform
this calibration and store the complete set of related settings into the EEPROM.
Note: The P5180 might be damaged, if a DPC tuned antenna is used without a proper
DPC calibration and the antenna is loaded and detuned. So it is recommended
during the design in phase to connect an external power supply to the TVDD
supply of the PN5180, which allows to limit the current to e.g. 250mA, as long as
the DPC is disabled or not properly calibrated.
Note: The DPC provides TX Shaping features, which help to meet the pulse shape
requirements. These TX Shapings can be adjusted to be dynamically set
properly even under the different loading cases. The required setup is described
in [2].
Note: The DPC provides a production trimming feature, which allows to compensate
production tolerances between devices. It is recommended to use this feature to
trim each produced NFC Reader module or terminal before issuing. This feature
and the related trim procedure is described in [2].

3.3 DPC antenna tuning
The DPC antenna tuning itself is done with the same following steps, as described in [1]:
1. Measure the antenna coil
2. Define target impedance and Q-factor
3. Define the EMC filter
4. Calculate the matching components
5. Simulate the matching
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6. Assembly and measurement
7. Adaptation of simulation
8. Correction and assembly
The following description uses the example of an NFC antenna of the size of 45mm x
65mm. The target is to meet the EMVCo limits with this antenna (see Fig 7).

(1) The antenna was made as NFC antenna and has the size of 35mm x 45mm.

Fig 7.

DPC Tuning example

3.3.1 Measure the antenna coil
The antenna coil must be designed as described in [1] and be measured. The
measurement is required to derive the inductance L, the resistance RCoil and the
capacitance Cpa as accurate as possible.
The easiest even though not most accurate way is to use the VNA to measure the
impedance Z of the antenna coil at 13.56MHz and to calculate L and R out of it:

Z = R + jωLAntennaCoil

(5)

Typically the VNA directly can show the L and R, as shown in Fig 8.
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(1) For more details regarding measurement tools refer to [1].

Fig 8.

Measurement of the antenna coil

In this example the antenna coil is measured with these values:
L = 623nH
RCoil ≈ 900mΩ
Cpa = not measured, can be estimated
The inductance can be measured quite accurate, but the resistance is not very accurate
due to the relationship between R and jωL. And the capacitance is not measured at all
with this simple measurement.
There are several ways to improve the accuracy and even further derive the capacitance,
but these simple results are enough to start the tuning procedure. This tuning procedure
needs to be done anyway, so there is no real need to spend more effort in measuring the
antenna coil parameters more accurate.

3.3.2 Define target impedance and Q-factor
The target impedance must be defined. For the maximum power transfer it should be
18…20Ω (as indicated in [1]). In such case the driver current ITVDD gets close to the
limit of ITVDDmax = 250mA.
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The impedance target might be different for different applications. An impedance target
of Rmatch = 50…80Ω might be better in battery powered devices, where the current
consumption must be minimum, while at the same time the required maximum operating
distance can be lower.
Note: The following example targets a proper power transfer for an EMVCo POS
design. So the target is 20Ω, but due to some uncertainties the final impedance
is 26Ω. The current consumption stays far below the maximum limit (≈ 142mA
unloaded). Still EMVCo limits can easily be met, since the DPC antenna tuning
provides enough margin.
The quality factor Q depends on the overall system requirements and frame conditions.
The overall system requires the Q to be in a range, which allows us to meet the timing
and pulse shape requirements of the corresponding standard (ISO, NFC or EMV). These
requirements are mainly the same, but with some differences:
While ISO allows data rates of up 848 kbit/s, NFC allows the data rates of up to
424 kbit/s. EMV systems are limited to 106 kbit/s. So typically the Q of EMV reader
systems can be higher than the Q of ISO or NFC reader systems.
The Q is an indirect value, since the measurement of the Q in the overall antenna
system, which includes the antenna driver as well as the contactless card, is complex –
and not required. The wave shape and timing measurements, as required according to
the standards, are the relevant measurements, and the corresponding Q value is not of
any importance.
Here in a first step the Q is chosen for the passive and linear antenna circuit only. So it
can be seen as start value to calculate the damping resistors RQ.
Good starting values as entry for the calculation of the matching calculation are shown in
Table 1.
The Q factor for the DPC antenna tuning can be higher than normal due to the improved
transfer function and the TX shaping features of the PN5180.
Table 1.
Q-factor start value for antenna tuning
These values can be taken as start values for the DPC antenna tuning
Q
Condition

Antenna tuning

20

Start value for the matching calculation for typical
NFC Reader design.

Normal

25

Start value for the matching calculation for typical
NFC Reader design, limited to 106kbit/s.

Normal

30

Nominal value for MIFARE (Classic) communication.

Normal

30

Start value for the DPC antenna tuning

DPC antenna

Note: The Q factor for the DPC antenna tuning can be higher than normal due to the
improved transfer function and the TX shaping features of the PN5180.
Note: The Q of the L0 inductance is a major factor: the higher the better!
Note: The final Q must be tuned with the pulse shape measurements, if the antenna
shall be fully optimized.
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Note: It might be helpful to slightly adapt the Q in the given Excel sheet calculation in
such a way that the resulting damping resistor RQ is calculated to be within an Eseries of values (i.e. 2.7Ω or 3.3Ω, but not 2.845Ω). In such case the following
calculation is more accurate, i.e. the calculation result gets closer to the
measured result.

3.3.3 Define the EMC filter
The EMC filter is a second order low pass filter as shown in Fig 1, and contains an
inductor (L0) and a capacitor (C0). The cut off frequency defines the overall detuning
behavior as well as the transfer function of the antenna circuit.
The inductor L0 needs to be capable to drive the full power into the antenna without
going into saturation. The Q-factor of this inductor is a key parameter and should be as
high as possible.
Typically the inductance is in the range of
L0 = 330nH … 560nH (see section 3.2.2!)
For the example we stay with a value of
L0 = 470nH > LAntennaCoil / 2
The cut off frequency typically must be in the range as given in section 3.2.1:
For the example we start with a value of
fEMC = 14.6MHz
Note: For the example antenna the RF performance might be even better with an EMC
inductance of e.g. 390nH or 330nH, which would still be possible to achieve a
proper correlation between AGC and ITVDD.

3.3.4 Calculate the matching components
The next step is to calculate the values of the matching circuit. The input for the
Excelsheet as shown in Fig 9 needs to be:
“Measured” values:
LAntennaCoil = L = 623nH (measured antenna coil inductance)
Ca = Cpa = 0.1pF (estimated parallel capacitance of the antenna coil)
Ra = RCoil = 900mΩ (measured antenna coil resistance)
Preset values:
Q = 28 (defined Q-factor, see section 3.3.2)
Rmatch = 20Ω (defined target impedance, see section 3.3.2)
L0 = L0A = L0B = 470nH (EMC filter inductance, see section 3.2.2 and 3.3.3)
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C0 = C0A = C0B = 220pF + 33pF (EMC filter capacitance, see section 3.2.1)
Calculated Values (see Fig 9):
Rq = RQ = RS = 0.5Ω
C1 = (C1A + C1B) = (C1C + C1D) = 30.2pF

-> 33pF (chosen)

C2 = (C2A + C2B) = (C2C + C2D) = 407.2pF

-> 330pF + 82pF + 1.5pF (chosen)

(1) Excelsheet available on www.nxp.com

Fig 9.

Calculation of the matching values

Note: Due to the DPC antenna tuning the EMC filter uses a cut off frequency, which is
quite close to the operating frequency (13.56MHz). Therefore it might be
dangerous to disconnect the antenna after the EMC filter (which is the typical
connection, if there is any), since the open at the connector is transformed into
something very close to a short. Disconnecting the antenna after the EMC filter
might destroy the NFC reader IC. The alternative might be to split the EMC filter
capacitance (C0) into two capacitors and assemble only one part of the EMC
filter capacitance (C0a) on the main board, and another part (C0b) on the
antenna board. In such case the EMC filter cut off frequency automatically shifts
up a few MHz, as soon as the antenna is disconnected, and no short occurs. In
case of the used demo boards the C0 therefore is split into the 2 parts of 220pF
assembled on the main board and 33pF assembled on the antenna board.
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3.3.5 Simulate the matching
The measurement of the antenna coil itself typically is not very accurate. Therefore a
(fine) tuning of the antenna normally is required, which might become easier in
combination together with a simulation.
A simple matching simulation tool like e.g. RFSIM99 (refer to [3]) can be used to support
the antenna tuning.
The excel sheet supports the direct simulation: the path for the simulation must be set by
pressing the green button <Step 1: Set Path of RFSIM99>. Afterwards pressing the
green button <Step 2: Simulate> starts the simulation with the given and calculated
values.
The final schematic using the example antenna is shown in Fig 10. In this example the
antenna coil measurement was accurate enough. The capacitors have been chosen as
indicated.
The simulation result as well as the measurement result is shown in Fig 11.
The standard simulation is done with ideal components, which is accurate enough for the
capacitors. However, the antenna coil as well as the EMC filter inductors L0 are typically
far from being ideal. RFSIM99 allows to use physical models, which requires to enter e.g.
the self-resonant frequency and the Q-factor measured at a certain frequency. With
these models the simulation already becomes more accurate.
With these values the first assembly can be done, even though the reality still might be
slightly different due to inaccurate values for the antenna coil itself and due to the slightly
different component values.

(1) The physical model of the EMC inductors is used to improve the quality of the simulation.

Fig 10. Simulation circuit with RFSIM99
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3.3.6 Assembly and measurement
The measurement result is shown in Fig 11b.
Sometimes the measurement result is slightly different than the simulation result, since
the accuracy of the original antenna coil measurement is limited, and therefore the
antenna coil parameters in the simulation typically do not 100%ly reflect the real
parameters. This must be corrected – and then re-tuned in the next steps.
However, in this example the measurement is already close enough - except that the
overall impedance is higher than expected. The further measurements will show that with
26Ω (reality) instead of 20Ω (original target) the ITVDD is lower than originally targeted,
but the EMVCo limits can still be met.
So for our example no re-tuning is required, therefor in our example the next two steps
can be skipped.

a. Simulation result

b. Measurement result

Fig 11. Simulation and measurement result

3.3.7 Impedance adaptation in simulation
The easiest and fastest way to (fine) tune the antenna is to first of all adapt the simulation
in such a way that it shows the same result like the reality. The parameters of the
antenna coil are the parameters to be changed, since these parameters are not
measured (or estimated) correctly.
So with the values of L, Cpa, and RCoil the simulation is tuned, until the simulation result
matches the real measurement result (even though both look “detuned”).
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3.3.8 Impedance correction and assembly
Now in the last tuning step the impedance must be corrected with the values of C1 and
C2 (first) in the simulation, until the target impedance is matched. Then the final
assembly should show the same result as the simulation.
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